Dear Andrews,

Your came to hand last week & I, having a few moments to spare, answered it to-day to catch first boat. I am surprised to find you overlooked that bad of my letter which I said I believe, that you would find the purely Civil marriages even cheaper left open to delay & that even the other ... To repeat, to length of your is required (that 3 days definite to the partner's notice to the Rep. Govt. to be posted up in his office) & I find no mention in the act of any fee. The hours are from 8 1/4. The act does not give any form of notice. The
see if there is any post form the parties before a date (see our Act No. 268, etc.) will there be 2 copies of full up the certificate of marriage is printed in duplicate. Nothing could be simpler. If the bride is under age, the current mentioned in Art. 4 of above Act I refers to it my last letter and the join.

I am in receipt of Milton's long expected letter from Witten, tender her pleadere, Grateful Heavens for the thought, I express it express vapour then I will do everything
In my power to successfully execute the commission be entrusted to me—

I am not going to leave this here—my agent climbercted I am too late. More of the answer but the lock closes in 5 minutes—

Yours Ever—

[Signature]

P.S. Ask William to send me in the fold of a paper the forms accountable of the Author’s name was Lockyer or Locker. They cannot be obtained here—

I’ve inquir—